Starter Question Comments:
0) From NE not many from H.C., was nervous about not knowing anyone. In Hawaii has been a really great experience that has utilized mv to campus wants to create the same welcoming environment as others.

Personal Development/Awareness Comments:
0) Wants to help others to help & problem solve
Needs to improve on being open right away takes a little bit to open up & feel comfortably in new people

Diversity/Multiculturalism Comments:
3) Asian family who would be nice briefly. Talk to glean & try to understand why they would a certain joke. Explain that their words have impact even if you don’t think they’re offensive.
4) Want it to be open & welcoming to everyone especially at the beginning of the year.

Community Building Comments:
0) Know there open the available, have a say to show what she if i.e. at lunch etc
4) Tell them that it is absolutely not true. Share her personal experience & tell them how she went way to have fun connect w others. Tell them/Show them that we are all unique.
STUDENT CONDUCT COMMENTS:
1. Tell them what needs to be done & what policies are for safety. No one wants to live in a risky environment. It's a team effort.

CONFLICT MEDIATION COMMENTS:
1. Talk separately to each party, help each come up with ideas for a solution, bring them together to work on a solution together.

LEADERSHIP/TEAMWORK COMMENTS:
1. Further, her RA, she is dedicated to school work but also cares for all her resident lot. Very flexible, not interrupting others, space for personal things, not being considerate of others.

ACADEMICS COMMENTS:
2. Being stuck in old habits that don't work well. Took a lot of effort to change habits, trying to figure out a schedule that works well for you.

LIVING-LEARNING COMMUNITIES COMMENTS:
1. Having lived here now, really enjoyed her time in it; very diverse in major/intents. Being in diverse community is really beneficial to everyone. Bailey was very helpful to her needs. Learned a lot about how to diversify & can relate to their issues.
2. Guest Speaker: Art Senior to talk about art & what quality pays will have.
   - Food Drive Senior project
   - Bii Bii More Night - happen after midnight, hours students need to remember to take a break
   - Trivia Night - academic & social break
3. She would be excited about events. Put up flyers (posters, make event excite)
4. Conquerion history: activity, UTVS ideas & opinions I like to express
5. Health Sciences or STEM
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- Really detailed & well planned programs
- Really thought about her exposure as a honors student & how she could improve on it.

- Would be great for Honors!
- Would need help w/ enrolling in Honors residence & very approachable

Nice
**STARTER QUESTION COMMENTS:**
1. From Illinois - nervous about making friends. LLC really helped w/ transition. Wants to help others make transition.

**PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT/AWARENESS COMMENTS:**
1. Strength - approachable, helping people. Weakness - comfort level and opening up to others.

**DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURALISM COMMENTS:**
2. Approach the person privately, don’t want to embarrass. Talk to them about why the joke is made, recognize that what they said is offensive.
4. Help it be open and welcoming. Events can be useful in helping people get to know each other and meet others.

**COMMUNITY BUILDING COMMENTS:**
1. Leave door open, use a locator board, let them know she is there.
4. Not true. Not the only way to feel accepted. Help them find a group or club where they don’t have to drink.
**Student Conduct Comments:**
2) There needs to be order, safety reasons. No one wants to live in a messy or unsafe environment. Up to us to take care of community.

**Conflict Mediation Comments:**
1) Talk to each person separately. Be unbiased. Bring them together to restate problem. Help them come to compromise + solve the issue.

**Leadership/Teamwork Comments:**
4) Positive - Dedicated to school work, caring, approachable
Negative - Disrespectful of sleep + space, rude

**Academics Comments:**
2) Being stuck in old habits, lack of time management figuring out your schedule.

**Living Learning Communities Comments:**
1) Honors - Currently lives there. Broader w/ different majors
High academic focus
Diverse community Best suited to help students
un honors by their own specific issues.

3) Be excited herself, good publicity, remind people un make the event itself exciting

5) Cooperation, listening to what others are saying, acknowledge different viewpoints. Being open to being able to voice your own opinion

6) 2nd - Health Sciences (She is a nursing major) can relate to and help these students

3rd - STEM - has done a lot of independent research
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Good, solid candidate. Great for honors!